Printer Options & Accessories

Target markets
 Education
 Multi-site firms
 Event management
 Printer presentation

Pebble & Dualys Travel Bag
A5306
Pebble and Dualys are follow-me printers that can be easily carried
thanks to a Travel Bag made by Evolis, which also serves as a
protection for your equipment.
Designed to carry the printer, consumables and cables, this Travel
Bag can host the Pebble or the Dualys model. You can shove the
Dualys in by simply removing the lower levelling pad.
Its sleek design and quality finish make it the must-have accessory for
professionals who need to issue badges on-site and with a picture, in
schools, for corporates with multiple locations and for event
management as well.
This Travel Bag also stands as a powerful selling vehicle to promote
the Evolis printers when showcasing them to resellers, customers and
prospects.

Available on:
; Pebble
; Dualys

Securion
Tattoo
Tattoo Rewrite
Quantum

Be cautious when you manipulate the Travel Bag. Although a robust
accessory, it does not act as a rigid shock-proof case.
By handling it with care, as you would do with your laptop computer,
you make sure that the Evolis printer you carry does not get
compromised.

Delivery:
Travel bag in a carton box
No additional component

This datasheet provides details regarding the above-mentioned item integrated into an Evolis
printer. Please note that specifications and details are subject to change without notice and
should therefore be confirmed by Evolis prior to any purchase.

Key Features
Main characteristics

Technical characteristics

Colors

Room for a Dualys or a Pebble printer
A removable pad to scale the room space to your printer
Additional zippered storage compartments with large black easy glide
zippers for transformer, cables, CD-ROMs, cards and ribbons
Ballistic nylon exterior and fully-lined waterproof nylon interior
All sides protected with high-density foam padding
Large ergonomic rubber handle and patented slip-proof shoulder strap
with black anodized metal clips
Waterproof ruberized bottom with rigid 1/8’’ PVC base and rubber feet
Outside: Black
Inside: Red

This datasheet provides details regarding the above-mentioned item integrated into an Evolis
printer. Please note that specifications and details are subject to change without notice and
should therefore be confirmed by Evolis prior to any purchase.

